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ABSTRACT

Determining who is interacting with a multi-user interactive
touch display is challenging. We describe a technique for
associating multi-touch interactions to individual users and
their accelerometer-equipped mobile devices. Real-time
device accelerometer data and depth camera-based body
tracking are compared to associate each phone with a
particular user, while body tracking and touch contacts
positions are compared to associate a touch contact with a
specific user. It is then possible to associate touch contacts
with devices, allowing for more seamless device-display
multi-user interactions. We detail the technique and present
a user study to validate and demonstrate a content exchange
application using this approach.
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INTRODUCTION

Increasingly, interactive multi-touch displays are large
enough to support multiple simultaneous users, either
working individually or collaboratively. In many multi-user
scenarios it may be desirable to accurately associate touch
input with particular users. Identifying which user is
touching an interactive surface in a collaborative setting
enables personalization, access control, and score-keeping.
Such capabilities could enable useful shared interactive
displays for walk-up use in conference rooms and office
hallways, for example.
Other interesting applications for interactive displays
incorporate smaller devices such as mobile phones. Such
devices are personal and private, and so complement a
larger display. Researchers have explored collaborative
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group search using phones [3], downloading content from
digital displays [1], and using personal devices to access
private content while interacting with public displays [8,9].
We present ShakeID, a technique for associating a specific
user’s touch contacts on an interactive display to a mobile
device held by the user. It exploits the combination of the
phone’s on-board sensors and touch screen sensing to
perform this association.
Previous work has explored several different methods for
uniquely identifying multiple users sharing an interactive
display. Dohse et al. [5] combines touch detection with
hand tracking using a camera mounted above a tabletop and
tracks users based on skin color segmentation after
establishing identities. The DiamondTouch table [6]
identifies four unique users by capacitively coupling touch
inputs through users to receivers in the environment. The
territory-based approach [7] divides the surface into
multiple territories, each assigned to a single user. The
Medusa table [12] uses 138 proximity sensors to map touch
points to specific users. On mobile phones, PhoneTouch [4]
detects “bump” events from the phone accelerometer and
touch is used to perform user identification. Hutama et al.
[2] also employs a contact-based approach which uses tilt
correlation from smartphones to identify touch interactions.
ShakeID differs from these techniques in that it only
requires the user to hold the phone while touching the
display, rather than bringing the phone in physical contact
with the display. Additionally, our system associates
touches with mobile devices without requiring additional
special hardware (e.g. pen). By using Kinect tracking data,
our method also has the potential to provide additional
capabilities, e.g. determining which hand is holding the
device, and detecting when users move away from the
screen and performing session log-outs automatically.
Assuming each user is holding a smartphone or other
portable device that can sense its own movement, ShakeID
matches the motion sensed by the device to motion
observed by a Microsoft Kinect camera pointed at the users
standing in front of the touch display (see Figure 1). By
comparing the motion of each phone in the scene with the
motion of each user, the system can associate each phone to
a specific user’s hand. Next, by performing a coordinate
transform from the 2D space of the display to the 3D

holding the phone. ShakeID first associates each phone
with a particular user’s left or right hand and then similarly
associates touch contacts on the touch screen with the
multiple users’ hands. The combination of these two steps
allows touches to be associated with phones and users.
Below we describe each of the steps in detail:
Step 1: Associate Phone with Hand

Figure 1. System includes Kinect camera, multi-touch
display and 2 accelerometer-equipped phones (one visible).

camera space, the touches on the display are associated to
users. Touches are thus associated to users and users are
associated with devices they hold. For example, if two users
touch a display simultaneously in different locations to grab
content, ShakeID can associate each touch to a specific user
and transfer the correct content to each user’s personal
device.
As far as we know this is the first attempt to fuse Kinect,
mobile device inertial sensing, and multi-touch interactive
displays. Our contributions are the ShakeID method for
user association and an initial user study that applies the
technique to enable sharing and content exchange between
phones and a touch display. The study shows that ShakeID
is easily learned and requires minimal feedback. In the
remainder of the paper we describe how ShakeID works
and then present the user study.
SHAKE ID

ShakeID uses a two-step process. The first step associates
personal “private” smartphones to users holding them,
while the users interact with the single shared “public”
display. The second step associates touches on the shared
display to users who performed those touches. We assume
that the smartphones have been previously paired to the
system and focus on identifying the device – there are many
existing ways of establishing this pairing [10, 11].
Figure 1 shows the arrangement of the system. We
implemented ShakeID using the Microsoft Kinect for
Windows SDK to track the hands of multiple users, the
Microsoft Surface 2.0 SDK for the multi-touch display and
two Windows Phone smartphones. We placed the Kinect
sensor within 1.5m distance of a vertical touch display.
Physical layout is critical, since the Kinect camera has a
limited 0.8-4 meter range. The Kinect SDK provides a
skeletal tracking capability which can be used to track the
left and right hands of two simultaneous users in the view
of the Kinect camera. The Kinect was positioned so that it
could capture valid skeleton data and see the users’ hands
the entire time users interacted with the shared display.
Algorithm

ShakeID relies on the fact that if a person is holding a
phone in their hand, the acceleration measured by the phone
accelerometer should match the acceleration of the hand

To associate the phone with a user’s hand, we continuously
correlate phone acceleration for each phone connected to
the system with the accelerations of all hands tracked by the
Kinect. Data captured from the 3-axis accelerometer in the
phone is sent wirelessly to the display system continuously.
Meanwhile, a Kalman filter is used to estimate acceleration
of hand position over time.
The matching algorithm is as follows: For every phone !,
and observed hand ℎ, 3-axis accelerometer data    !! is
compared with 3-axis hand acceleration !! over a time
window (empirically chosen as one second). However,
accelerometer and hand accelerations cannot be directly
compared because the orientation of the phone is unknown,
and the phone’s accelerometers include acceleration due to
gravity. We address both problems by searching the space
of all possible phone orientations by generating a uniformly
distributed set of points on the unit sphere. Given a
particular rotation matrix ! representing the orientation of
the phone, acceleration due to gravity ! may be subtracted
directly from the rotated phone accelerometer values. The
hand with the most similar pattern of acceleration is
determined to be the holding hand ℎ∗ (!):
ℎ∗ (!), !∗ (!) = arg  min
!,!

!! ! − (!  !! ! − !)

!

!

Note that this search gives the absolute orientation !∗ (!) of
the phone as a potentially useful by-product.
Step 2: Associate Touch with Hand

In the second step, the algorithm associates touch contacts
on the display to users’ hand positions. We first convert the
2D display coordinates of each contact !  to Kinect’s 3D
coordinate system by a linear coordinate transform that is
determined in an offline calibration. The hand
corresponding to each contact  ℎ∗ (!) is found by comparing
3D hand positions  ! ! to transformed contact coordinates ! ! :
ℎ∗ (!) = arg  min ! ! − ! !

!

!

Finally, the system can easily map each touch contact to a
phone by noting that the hands found in the first and second
steps map to the same skeletal model. Note that this allows,
for example, the user to hold the phone in one hand while
touching the display with the other.
Limitations

An important limitation of the above process involves the
case where the hand holding the phone is stationary. In this
case the matching process is likely to match equally well to
other stationary hands. However, in practical scenarios,

especially with larger displays, it is less likely that people
will be stationary. Furthermore, if users understand that the
system uses hand motion to perform user association, they
may initiate a simple, natural motion such as shaking, to
trigger an association. In any case, the nature of the
feedback provided to users when association changes will
be important, so users understand and are confident of the
associations being inferred by the system.
Another limitation arises when people are standing too
close for the Kinect to correctly compute skeleton data.
This situation is less likely for large displays suitable for
multiple users.
Because the Kinect SDK currently only provides active
skeletal tracking with joint data for up to two people, the
current implementation is limited to two simultaneous
users. Our approach should work if more users can be
tracked simultaneously, although accuracy could decrease.
USER STUDY

To evaluate ShakeID, we implemented a system for content
sharing between phones and devices using ShakeID. We
conducted a user study with 7 pairs of participants (14
adults: 8 male and 6 female). Each study consisted of two
people performing a set of content sharing tasks.
Participants were members of our organization with no
prior knowledge of ShakeID. Each received a $10
incentive.
Based on our experience piloting the study, we added visual
feedback indicating the position of phones at all times (see
Figure 2). We also informed participants that phone
movement is used to associate devices with people and if
they experienced any problems (e.g. not making enough
movement for the system to identify, etc.), moving the
phone in their hand should improve accuracy (e.g. “shake to
associate”).
During each session the participants completed the
following tasks:
Training: Standing alone, each participant copied 20
shapes from their phone to the matching empty spot on the
display (PhoneToDisplay) and then copied 20 shapes from
the display to their phone (DisplayToPhone). To copy a
shape from phone to display, the participant tapped the
shape on the phone. The shape may then be pasted to the

Figure 3. User study content exchange
display by tapping the desired location on the display. To
copy from display to phone this process is reversed.
To clearly indicate when the system fails to associate the
correct device with the user, each phone is associated with a
particular color. As Figure 3 shows, white shapes on the
shared display are colored by copying shapes from the
phone to the display: white shapes on the display copied to
the phone become the phone’s color. We randomly selected
which phone we gave to each user and the system
determined which one the user was holding.
Parallel
Use:
Participants
worked
side-by-side,
representing scenarios in which individuals work in parallel
around a shared display. Each participant conducted 20
PhoneToDisplay copies and 20 DisplayToPhone copies. To
simulate movement that might happen during collaboration
in real-life scenarios, participants were asked to switch
sides halfway through the task.
Collaborative Use: To simulate collaborative actions
where participants share and discuss content through a
shared display, participants copied shapes between them
(e.g., P1 and P2 switched shapes by P1 copying a shape to
the display and P2 copying it from the display to their
device and vice versa). They repeated this for 12 shapes,
with each participant originating the sharing 6 times. As
before participants switched sides halfway through the task.
During the study we recorded several parameters including
instances when the association was incorrect (e.g., the
wrong color was received while copying) and the length of
time between a tap on the display and phone. We measured
tap delays to show overall system response time and to
capture the use of different interaction techniques, e.g.
using both hands for instantaneous copy and paste.
Results

Figure 2. Feedback window. Blue (left) and green
(right) spheres represent hand-held phones.

During the Parallel and Collaborative tasks, 94% and 92%
accuracies were observed, respectively. These errors
primarily occurred when the hand holding the phone hand
moved out of the field of the view of the Kinect and so
accurate position data for the hand was not available. If an
incorrect association was made, participants often shook or
waved the phone to re-associate. Average delay between
two taps among all users was 0.80 seconds. Ten participants
used one hand to tap the two devices, while 4 participants
used two hands simultaneously resulting in almost
instantaneous actions of 0.16 seconds on average.

After the study, we surveyed participants’ mental and
physical demand using the NASA TLX questions. On a 7point scale with 1 = “very low” and 7= “very high”
participants reported low mental demand (median 2), low
physical demand (median 2), and that ShakeID was easy to
learn (median 2) and use (median 2).

associating touches to users. ShakeID cross-correlates
acceleration data from smartphones that people carry
together with hand acceleration captured through Kinect to
perform user identification. To validate the accuracy of this
approach we conducted a 14 person user study and showed
accuracy rates of 92% and higher.

Initially we hoped that ShakeID could successfully
associate input to users unaware of how it worked. We
conducted pilot studies with a “walk-up” condition where
users performed the tasks with no knowledge that the
association relied on movement of the phone with 8 people.
We found that for some users it worked well since they
naturally gestured with their hand holding the phone (5
people), while others (3 people) did not move the hand
holding the phone while approaching the system.
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